
The Saint Charles collection unfolds as a narrative of grandeur, where 
raised embellishments on each piece artfully play with the tranquil 
Dove Gray finish. Bronze accents subtly trace the contours, adding 
depth and a warm, inviting glow. Every item in this collection is a 

testament to elevated taste, designed to inspire awe and admiration 
in every glance and touch. Here, traditional grace melds with modern 
elegance, creating spaces that are not just seen but truly experienced.
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GENERAL:

• PRE-DYED JAPANESE SEN VENEER 

• VELVET LINED DRAWERS

• ALL DOORS ARE EQUIPPED WITH EUROPEAN SELF-CLOSING HINGES

• FINISH: DOVE GRAY WITH BRONZE ACCENTS

• HANDLES ARE MADE FROM METAL ALLOYS WITH CONTRASTING FINISHES

• WOOD SPECIES: POPLAR AND RUBBER WOOD
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Embrace the sophisticated charm of the Saint Charles Round Dining Table, where classic 
design meets contemporary elegance. Fashioned with a luxurious marble top that speaks 
volumes of refined taste, this table becomes the heart of any dining space. Supported by 
a lustrous stainless steel base, its unique pleated design is a nod to the timeless art of 
metalwork, making it a centerpiece that captivates attention.

ROUND DINING TABLE

• Distinct Features:
• Exquisite marble tabletop offering durability and a splash of opulence.
• Pleated stainless steel base, combining strength with a dramatic sculptural effect.
• Perfectly scaled for intimate gatherings, fostering an ambiance of exclusivity and charm.

Discover the Saint Charles Rectangular Dining Table, an embodiment of sophistication and 
timeless style. This grand table, with its expansive surface accented with pre-dyed Japanese 
Sen veneer, offers a canvas for your most memorable dinners. The inlaid veneer patterns are 
framed by the Dove Gray finish, exuding a serene elegance, while the artfully crafted base 
features traditional elements, lending a stately presence to any dining room.

• Distinct Features:
• Spacious surface accommodating large gatherings, enhanced by the subtle luxury of 

Japanese Sen veneer.
• Three, 46”x22”, leaves, allowing for versatile dining options and space customization.
• Convenient undermount storage allows for single-leaf storage
• The table base, with its classic silhouettes, anchors the piece with a touch of grandeur 

and stability.

RECTANGULAR TABLE

Sink into the Saint Charles Side Chair, where comfort meets luxury in a harmonious blend of 
chenille fabric. This chair’s high back is elegantly adorned with channel stitching, creating a 
look that is at once classic and contemporary. The Dove Gray finish on the legs adds a subtle 
touch of sophistication, ensuring this chair not only adds to the aesthetic of a room but also 
stands as a piece of conversation-worthy artistry.

• Distinct Features:
• Plush chenille fabric offers a sumptuous seating experience, both soft to the touch and 

visually inviting.
• Exquisite channel stitching on the back provides both comfort and a high-end, tailored 

appearance.
• Crafted with adjustable levelers, ensuring stability and poise on any surface.
• Adjustable levelers

SIDE CHAIR
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Indulge in the opulent comfort of the Saint Charles Arm Chair, where every detail whispers 
luxury. Clad in sumptuous chenille fabric, this chair boasts a continuous Dove Gray finish that 
gracefully flows from the show wood on the chair back down to the arms and legs. The chair’s 
sophisticated design, featuring traditional touches, adds an air of aristocracy to any setting.

• Distinct Features:
• Luxuriously soft chenille fabric, providing both comfort and a touch of splendor.
• Consistent Dove Gray finish on all exposed wood, offering a polished and refined aesthetic.
• Supportive and elegantly crafted arms, merging ergonomic comfort with distinguished style.
• Adjustable levelers

ARM CHAIR

Elevate your dining experience with the Saint Charles Sideboard, a fusion of functionality 
and elegant design. This piece is thoughtfully detailed with four doors that reveal adjustable 
shelving and interior drawers, offering ample space for all your essentials. The Dove Gray 
finish accentuates the subtle curves and contours, while the mixed-material handles provide 
a touch of modernity to the classic silhouette.

• Distinct Features:
• Four doors crafted with a distinguished design, opening to reveal a customizable      

storage arrangement with adjustable shelving.
• Four velvet-lined interior drawers, perfect for storing fine silverware and delicate items.
• A blend of alloy and wood handles, adding a contemporary twist to the sideboard’s 

traditional charm.
• Includes silverware tray

SIDEBOARD

Celebrate the beauty of your cherished collectibles with the Saint Charles Display Cabinet, 
an exquisite blend of functionality and elegance. Illuminate your valuables with the subtle 
sophistication of built-in LED touch lighting, creating an inviting ambiance. The central 
glass panel of this stately cabinet ensures your items are the focal point, complemented by the 
serene Dove Gray finish that envelops the solid sides and sleek framework.

• Distinct Features:
• Integrated touch LED lighting system, offering illumination to enhance the visibility 

and presentation of your collectibles.
• Adjustable glass shelving within, allowing for a customized display to suit varied item 

heights.
• Door pulls have elegantly carved insets.

DISPLAY CABINET
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Drift into a restful escape with the Saint Charles Bed, where luxury cradles you in the embrace 
of chenille fabric. The bed’s design takes a bold step into modernity, with its sweeping curves 
and plush, tufted upholstery, creating a sanctuary that’s as inviting as it is impressive. With 
built-in USB ports, this bed merges timeless luxury with today’s technology, ensuring conve-
nience is at your fingertips.

BED

• Distinct Features:
• Sumptuous chenille upholstery, providing a soft and opulent touch for ultimate relaxation.
• Elegant tufting, gentle curves, and bronze trim make a statement of refined taste and 

sophistication.
• Dual USB A/C ports are incorporated into the headboard for easy access to charging 

devices.

Complementing the bed is the Saint Charles Bed Bench, a perfect marriage of form and 
function. The bench offers a chic seating solution at the foot of the bed. Its cushioned top 
invites a moment of repose, making it an essential addition to the luxurious bedroom suite.

• Distinct Features:
• Cohesive chenille fabric, seamlessly blending with the bed for a complete look.
• Comfortable, tufted cushion top, providing a plush seating or resting area.
• Sturdy, elegant legs finished in Dove Gray, echoing the bed’s aesthetic and ensuring 

stability.

BED BENCH

Embrace the harmony of luxury and storage with the marbled elegance of the Saint Charles 
Two Drawer Nightstand. Its Dove Gray finish and curved front, crowned with a marbled 
inlay top that adds a layer of grandeur.

• Distinct Features:
• Marbled inlay top offering a lavish aesthetic.
• Two spacious drawers with Japanese Sen veneer, providing elegant storage solutions.
• Velvet lined drawers
• Soft closing drawers

TWO DRAWER NIGHTSTAND
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THREE DRAWER NIGHTSTAND 

Reflecting modern elegance, the wall mirror embodies a sleek and versatile design, ideal for 
contemporary interiors. Its oval shape and beveled edge accentuate its understated elegance. 
This piece serves as both a functional mirror and a standalone decorative element, enhancing 
the ambiance and spatial perception of any room. 

• Distinct Features: 
• Beveled Mirror 
• Can be hung on a wall or braced to the St Charles Dresser

WALL MIRROR

The Saint Charles Three Drawer Nightstand presents a fluid blend of traditional charm and 
contemporary finesse, enhanced by a marbled inlay top that adds a touch of opulence to the 
Dove Gray finish.

• Distinct Features: 
• Elegant marbled inlay top for an added luxurious touch.
• Curvaceous drawers lined with Japanese Sen veneer for stylish organization.
• Velvet lined drawers
• Soft closing drawers

The expansive Saint Charles Nine Drawer Dresser is a statement of elegance, enriched with 
a marbled inlay top. The Dove Gray finish and Sen veneer encapsulate luxury, making it an 
indispensable piece of refined taste.

• Distinct Features: 
• Sophisticated marbled inlay top as a symbol of refined taste.
• Nine sizeable drawers for ample and stylish storage.
• Soft closing drawers

DRESSER
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• Distinct Features:
• Versatile design for use as both a vanity and a writing desk.
• Multiple drawers for organized storage of beauty products and writing materials.
• Optional Glass top available. 
• Velvet lined drawers

• Distinct Features:
• A broad reflective surface offering a clear, undistorted image.
• Sleek design that integrates seamlessly with the vanity’s aesthetic.
• The frame echoes the Dove Gray finish, completing the look with sophistication.

• Distinct Features:
• Luxurious chenille fabric upholstery, providing a soft and inviting texture.
• Contrasting welt details that outline the chair’s silhouette, adding depth and character.
• The chair’s design is anchored by tapered legs with a Dove Gray finish, culminating with 

bronze-finish tips for a subtle touch of glamour.

The Saint Charles Vanity elegantly serves a dual purpose, blending the luxurious elements 
of a grooming haven with the practicality of a writing desk. Its polished surface and ample 
drawer space make transitioning from beauty rituals to writing endeavors seamless and styl-
ish. The piece is a modern-day essential, promising to add functionality and grace to your 
personal space.

The Saint Charles Vanity Mirror is a perfect companion to the vanity, reflecting the collec-
tion’s commitment to beauty and elegance. The mirror’s clean lines and harmonious propor-
tions are designed to complement the vanity, creating a cohesive and inviting space.

The Saint Charles Vanity Chair is the epitome of chic functionality, draped in luxurious chenille 
fabric and accented with contrasting welt for a refined aesthetic. Its design is a celebration of 
comfort and elegance, offering a plush seat for your vanity rituals or as an additional seating 
option in your space.

VANITY

VANITY MIRROR

VANITY CHAIR
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The Saint Charles 5-Drawer Highboy Chest is a vertical treasure trove, marrying elegance and 
practicality. Each drawer, crafted with Japanese Sen veneer, glides open to reveal substantial 
storage for your wardrobe essentials. The finish, a  Dove Gray accented with bronze, enhances 
the chest’s statuesque form, making it as much a functional piece as it is a symbol of refined 
taste.

• Distinct Features:
• Five generously sized drawers, providing ample vertical storage space in a graceful silhouette.
• The serene Dove Gray finish is accented with a bronze trim, adding a touch of sophistication.
• Soft closing drawers.

5 DRAWER HIGHBOY CHEST

The Saint Charles Media Cabinet combines classic sophistication with modern utility. Its cen-
ter doors part to reveal adjustable shelving, tailor-made for organizing media essentials. The 
crowning glory is its inlay marble top, a durable and luxurious surface that complements the 
Dove Gray finish, making it a statement piece that’s both functional and visually stunning.

• Distinct Features:
• Inlay marble top providing a durable and stylish setting for your media devices.
• Center doors with adjustable shelving for customized storage solutions.
• Elegant Dove Gray finish and alloy handles, creating a refined look that enhances any 

living space.
• A strategically placed cable management port within the center compartment for a tidy 

entertainment setup.

MEDIA CABINET


